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Eagles defeat
Newberry 90-85

Griee elected DSU VP

Mn. Ryn FekJer Stuim gives children i t MacFeit
«n experience in modern dance. (Photo by A.P.
Smith)
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TJ/EDITORIALS

BY RON HOUGH

A final appeal
MacFeat nuraery-the controversy began hi September
and wont be finally decided on until mid-March or April.
Hearings conducted by a special committee appointed from
the Board of Trustees begin on February 27. The purpose
of these bearings is to allow everyone-for or again* the
closings of MacFeat nursery and Withers kindergarten-to
be heard. Here now is my testhnony.
September 18 marked the day that President Vail's
reasons for wanting to dose the two facilities wen released. He said that be was looking for better alternatives
for Early Childhood students. He felt that it would be more
desirable for them to be in "true settings in the surroundin*
communities"
MacFeat provides a sheltered environment, according to
Vaa He had hopes of expocing students to real world
situations in order to prepare them for what they will
actually work in.
VaO also said that he thought it m Winthrop's obligation to be involved in the community education programs.
"We can play a particular role by assisting day-care units
to develop a richer quality for themselves," he said.
The arguments in favor of closing MacFeat and Withers
are weak. In the first place, it is NOT Winthrop's obligation to enrich community day-care. Winthrop's obligation
is to the needs of the students, and to fulfill the requirements for a first-rate education.
Though it may be true that Macfeat is not a usual daycare setting and that community day-care does not operate
anywhere near the way MacFeat does, no one said the community centers were better!
MacFeat is far from being a "real world" situation and
that's what makes it so important Students experiencing
MacFeat wll be Ale to share some of these extraordinary
techniques with already existing day-cares once they are
out in the "real world." They cant share knowledge that
they don't have, though. Day-cares will remain the same
only until students who have been exposed to new methods
and ideas graduate and have a chance to shsic them. If the
students aren't exposed to those new ideas here, it is doubtful that they ever will be at alL
MacFeat nursery is a laboratory facility. It is a place for
providing an opportunity for experimentation, observation
and practice. It is equipped to handle the problems and
needs of ctudents.
Compare the number of students participating in science
labs to those participating in MacFeat According to Dr.
Sidney H. Moore, former Winthrop anthropology professor,
"Four hundred and forty-five students directly participated
in MacFeat and the- kindergarten last year, totaling 3,483
hours. Sue hundred and sixty-nine students spent 1,400
hours in observation."
According to Ms. Sara Strait, Bio-Chem Secretary, stu- .
dents enrolled in chemistry labs last year totaled four hundred and sixty-two, amounting to approximately 1,400
total lab hours. We wouldn't consider closing the chemistry
lab now, would we?
Working in the community may be slightly beneficial
to those upperdass students planning on teaching in daycare centers. But what about all the rest of Winthrop who
uses MacFeat Sfid the. kindergarten? Moore said, "The
facilities are used by the education, home economics,
phychology, music, physical education, arid reading departments. They are vital to nearly every aspect of Winthrop
College." Linda Baker, home economics education major,
made a very valid point when she said, "I'm not even going
to teach in • day-care. I use MacFeat to learn how to raise
my famly and to learn what to teach others about raising
their families, is a community day-care teacher taking care
of SO kids going to have time to teach me too?"
MacFeat and Withers kindergarten benefit many here at
Winthrop. Is It practical to dose a facility when only a
few can profit by the move? I'm wiring an appeal to
those who most make the decision. Take a good look at
MacFeat nursery and Withers kindergarten. Take a look
Inside and experience the learning going on in both facflities. The alumni are the ones who can tell you what it
means to be in the "real world" with the benefit of
MacFeat within them. The students are the ones who can
express the benefit of learning now in MacFeat listen and
learn about MacFeat nursery and Withers kindergarten . . .
they're Indispensable and implacable.
Sula Smith

HI, troops. After last week's
excursion into proper column
writing- namely, delving into
one subject- I'm returning to
my old ways.
The past few days, my mind
has been In neutral. After three
tests in three days, and the
long lay-offs due to the snow,
I am running low on grey
matter. Too many gssie shows,
I imagine. Not to mention
three days of Marlon Iferkins.
So, I'm sitting here at the
keyboard, the blank pass staring
at me . . . As I look back, I
see I'w succeeded in fining a
fourth of a page with empty
babble. Success! The hardest
part is filling up the page. That
8VJ by 11 expanse of white
looms larger every minute that
drags by.
Many writers suggest that in
order to begin, the struggling
writer begin tapping out nonsense. As the page fills up, the
barrier of emptiness is dispelled
by the flow of characters. Sooner or later, the thoughts begin
to flow, and the projected work
forms on the partially filled
P»geI think the above is a good
suggestion; however, I am so
inordinately lazy, I cannot conceive of re-writing the entire
work in order to dispose of half
a page of junk. Besides, I see
rough drafts as being superfluosities concocted by demented English professors who can
conceive of nothing finer thai,
a migraine-ridden student feverishly punching out the preliminary work in order to pus.
A piece of writing loses
something in the transition from
original to finished product. The
spontaneity is gone. On the
other hand, so are the comma

splices, the syntactical errors,
and the dangling modifiers. That
is why my columns are so
stilted- I prefer the feel and
the expression of the original
to the structured, concise final
draft Re-writes gall me!
Then, too, I'm just lazy.
But, on to other matters.
It's time for:
RON'S HELPFUL HINTS
(Installment two):
Before I begin- one note.
This /flint is necessarily vague
because of an equally vague
notion commonly referred to as
libeL I ( and TJ as a whole)
would hate to face charges of
libd and slander.
I must admit that I dont
know too much about the Intricacies of consumer advocacy.
It takes some careful research.
Abo, the consumer advocate
treads a thin line m he flirts
with fallacious accusations.
There are many consumer
advocates who are abb to help
the consumer wage war against
possible rlp-offs. These wellknown figures are able to consistently humble even the worst
offenders. Their punch lies in
their great exposure. But with
the limited circulation of TJ,
I can't flaunt a big stick, and I've
got to speak softly. Remember
this and read o n . . .
THE CHARLOTTE OBSERVER regularly carries ads for a
company (which shall remain
nameless) which states that it
"can paint any car for as low
as $49.95." You might know
who I'm talking about- if you
don't check next Sunday's OBSERVER.
Anyway, I am almost certain
that the only car that can be
painted for the above price is
a car which doesnt need painting!

I do know that in -ie case, a
car which was tafen to this
place received an estimate with
the following charges: Base fee49.95; materials- 24.00; labor85.00. I'm sure you can add.
Admittedly, the car to be
painted was in bad shape. Too,
the given estimate was a good
price for painting that particular car.
But that is precisely NOT
the point If you read back
over the charges, you will note
that the estimate inducted
"materials' and labor*. Fine. But
where does the extra fifty bucks
come in?
Hopefully, you are gleaning
my point If the charge induded
ihi 49.95 PLUS charges for
material and labor, what was
the 49.95 FOR?
Well, two calls to this place
(long distance- it goes to show
ya to what extent 111 go for
you. Aint I wunnerful?) established that they would paint
ANY car for 49.95. That charge
induded labor; santfing; paint;
and materials, such as paper,
tape, etc. Notice the key wordslabor and materials. Where did
the extra labor and materials
come from?
I dont know. Something here
just doesnt jive. If any of you
know anything to the contrary,
please let roe know!
Of course, this isn't a case or
false advertising. The company
claims that they CAN paint any
car for 49.95 and If anyone
asserts otherwise, they sure as
hell can paint any car fo- that
price. The point is that If anything to the contrary isn't pointed out, the chances of your
car being painted for this price
are pretty small.
It's all in the wording, folks,
and it galls.
See y a ' . . .

"The initiation"
BY BRUCE McDANIEL
"No! I won't do it!" said
Brunhilda, as she glared defiantly at Wolfgang. "Nice girls just
don't do this kind of thing."
"Sure they do baby," replied
Wolfgang, who was utilizing all
his savvy in this attempt to reassure his female companion,
"you'd be surprised to find out
how many 'women' do it."
"Well," said Brunhilda. "I
am only fifteen after all, and
my mother told me that it
might be painful."
"Painful!" exdaimed Wolfgang. and he took off his sunglasses for a minute and gave
Brunhilda a kind of a funny
look for emphasis. He then
wiped his shades off on his
white t-shlrt, slipped them back
on his nose and said: "That's
just a bunch of propaganda
they've been feeding you baby."
"But wbtt would my friends
say If they found out that I
did It?" Brunhilda asked, "What
would they think of me if they
knew Td done this hideous
thing?"
"They wouldn't say anything," said Wolfgang, assuringly, "most of them couldnt say
anything, 'cause they've done it
themselves. Why, I personally

know that several of your best
friends have done it. Even my
little sister did it when she was
younger than you."
"Not your little sister!" cried
Brunhilda. who was truly shocked at this thought, "Not that
sweet Utile child!"
"Yeah," replied Wolfgang
"even her."
Wolfgang was by now just
about certain that he had persuaded Brunhilda to try out this
new experience which he had
suggested to her, so he reiterated
his plea:
"Come on Brunhilda, nobody
wll see us back here behind
Farmer Mush's bam . . . "
. " B " t Wolfgang, won't I smeU
bad after I do it?"
"Not to worry,"repliedWolfgang, as he whips out a small
pressurized canister, "I brought
along this new aerosol deodorant type mouth antiseptic. ItH
kill any smell... like crazy!"
"Well. I just don't know,"
«y» Brunhilda, as she scaAs
Wolfpngs expression
and
strokes her chin indecisively
"What if it gets caught in my
windpipe and I choke?"
"Aw, Brunhilda baby, you
' < j hoke - Here now, just
take it in your hand like this,
then place it in your mouth

like that, and then kind of make
a face like t h i s . . . Now, are you
ready?"
"Yes," says Brunhilda, weakly; she had taken the first steps
as indicated, and now she waited
nervously to consumate the act.
"Here . . s a y s Wolfgang, as
he strikes his lighter and fires up
Brunhllda's first dgarette, "now
kinda inhale, like I'm doing.
Isn't smoking great?"
Brunhilda Inhales, blows out
a little bit of smoke, coughs,
and says: "I think I'm going to
get s i c k . . . "

«'» beginning to look
like the three most
common causes of
amnesia are a
blow on the head,
an emotional shock
and a Senate
investigation.
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wants to know

How did you spend your snowholiday?

A LOOK AT HISTORY
AND CURRENT EVENTS

Copy and photo* by
Anne Pa*e Copley

By Dr. Birdsall Viault, Professor of History. Winthrop College
The tiny principality of Andorra, nestled In the peaks of
the Pyrenees between France
and Spain, recently celebrated
the 700th tnniwrsary of Its
unique political status.
The origins of Andorra itself are shrouded In mystery.
In all probability, it is the
last surviving remnant of the
buffer states established in the
early ninth century by the
Emperor Charlemagne in an
attempt to keep the Moors,
the Muslims of Spain, from
advancing Into Christian western
Europe. In any event, Andorran
tradition claims Charlemagne as
the country's founder.
.Later In the ninth century,
Charlemagpe's son, Louis the
Pious, gnuited the people a charter of Bberty, blown as the
Andorran Magna carta. This
charter established the Spanish
Count of Urgel as Andorra's
sovereign.
During the Middle Ages,
Spanish and French princes
fought for control of the country.
Finally In the 13th century,
the Spanish Bishop of Urgel
and the French Count of Foix
resolved the dispute by agreeing
to treaties establishing their joint
sovereignty over the principality.

Through the centuries, the
bishops of Urgel have retained
this position. The rights of the
County of Foix came to be
transferred' to the French government following the accession
of one of these counts, Henry
of Navarre, to the-French throne
In the late 16th century.
' During the 1790s, the leaders
of revolutionary France repudiated all French rights to Andorra.
This did not sit. well with
the Andorrans, who had benefitted from their French connection. They asked Napoleon I
to restore their country's traditional status. In 1806, the
French emperor agreed, remarking: "Andorra is a political
curiosity; It must be preserved."
The people of Andorra pay a
token tribute
to their coprinces. In even-nlimbered years,
the Bishop of Urgel receives the
equivalent of $12. plus' six
hams, six chickens and six
cheeses. In odd-numbered yeah,
the. president of France gets
$460, but no food.
Andorra's isolation has helped the country avoid involvement in the great European conflicts of the 20th century.
The connection with Spain made
possible Andorran neutrality

during the two world wan. Andorra's ties to France prevented
the country's involvement in the
bloody Spanish dvil war of the
late 30s.
For centuries, the Catalanspeaking mountaineers of Andorra lived a simple life as farmers and shepherds. But changes
came following World War II,
when Andorra became a major
duty-free area offering luxury
goods at a fraction of the prices
charged in France and Spain.
This lured thousands of tourists to Andorra, as did the
country's growing reputation as
one of the finest and most unspoiled ski areas in Europe.
In addition, many French and
Spanish have taken up residence
in Andorra to benefit from the
lenient Andorran tax laws.
Even with the growth of recent years, the population remains small. In 1954, the census showed some 6,000 inhabitants living in the country^
179 square miles. By the early
1920s, the population had nearly quadrupled to 21,000. Some
14,000 live In the capital dty
of Andorra-la-Vella, where residents complain of traffic jams
and parking problems, especially on market days.

'I threw snowballs."
Danny Freeman-freshman

"I slept.
Martha Pirsley-freshman

"I played football."
Scott Ruggles-freshman

"I worked for Dinkins at the
desk,"
Ray Feaster-senior

James Parrish's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM
RICHARDSON HALL
221 Cherry Rd.

Phot*: 3284205

Douglas Studio
Tatler Phot ographer
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
314 Oakland Ave.
Phone: 327-2123

"I slept as long as I could and
got up and messed around.'*
Susie Kingunote-freshoun
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| Special Olympics needs volunteers

ATS & short courses
Thnt short count*, already In prograta win mttt this
ttnUnt. Alto planned b an entertainer at Across
Tne s t m t
The short count Planning Your Wedding will mttt
28 7-8 pm
'
" l n Mnktos 221. Intermeet
os<i
ta
"2?
^
"
* y . M«ch 1, 7-8 p.m.
2 - A U o o n Thunday b Disco Dancing at
8-9:30 p.m. in Din kins auditorium,
R»ul Vetn wUl perform at ATS Thursday, March 1,
beginning at 9 pjn.

Placement office interview alterations
1• n ' J S A f ! ! • d w d . u l ?, d
Februwy 26,
£5?
?*. " J " " ® * * » " from NtU Hodaoo Wood? L N u n i n V t B n o * y l w w » l ' y . Atlanta,
been cancelbd. No rtscbtdult has been.

If you can bug a younpter,
cheer a runner or do othtr
volunteer work to make kids
happy, Area 11 Special Olympics needs you.
About 600 mentally and physically handicapped children
bom York, Chester and Lancaster counties art expected for
the fourth annual event at
Northwestern High School*
track field In Rock Hill Friday,
April 6.
The special athletes will compete In 50, 200 and 400-meter'
runs, a 400-meter relay, a toftball throw and a standing broad

Jump. Thb yeari program will
abo Indude wheelchair events
and special competition for severely handicapped youths.
"We need volunteers to sit
with kidi to the bleachers,
walk to and from events with
them, hug them after they
compete, pan out food, and
even run some of the events,"
•ays Tom Duncan, coonBnator
of the tri-county progtiu.
"Since we expect as many
at 150 mort Iddt thb year,
we naturally need a lot more
help," Duncan says.
Spedal entertainment, like

magic shows, tumbling acts and
puppetry, for the youngsters
during the lunch hour b abo
The Area 11 Special Olympics b sponsored locally by the
Camp ARC Ooundl and the
Wlnthrop College Human Development Center. Nationally,
the Kennedy Foundation provides support.
To volunteer or obtain mote
information, contact Tom Duncan, Human Development Center, Wlnthrop College, Rode

an, ac. 29733; phone 323-

2244.

Highlights of international students week

th

* tatanltw scheduled for Uiursday. March 22.
withthe Barnwell School Dbtrict No. 45, Barnwell, S.C
p t p o n e d 1,1,01
29
"!S?i
£
- The representatives
" Wlnthrop from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. to Interview
for teaching positions in all areas
**
8cheduled
^ J T Z'bf ^JStiudS* S^ o^o l. hM
«
»•»
interDistrict No. 1 represents?*"i'0nL
,S;C" T h e reP"sentetlves will interview
for educational positions in all areas of special education
and speech therapy.

\ Clem son Speaker's Bureau spring lineup\
,™e
9 , e . m s o n University Speaker's Bureau has
announced two speakers for the 1979 spring semester
Tillman
m d wmh?r ,T i "^K h e l d
Auditorium at 8 p.m.'
and will be followed by a reception.
.J*
A » « J u n t ""I bring the most popular
Camera- show for a Ctemson
encore performance.
On March 14 David Frost will speak on "Interviews
n i N e w r Forget, including the famous Nixon interviews.
skinful "ntervdewers

°W

" °"e ° f

An "International Bazaar"
and a performance by authentic
African dancen will highlight
spring international events at
Winthrop College thb month.
On Tuesday, Feb. 27, an
"International Bazaar" featuring a continuous slide show of
Africa, sales booths with items
from «!l over the world and displays with information about
foreign countries will be held
on the main floor of Dinidns
Student Center on the Winthrop campus.
The bazaar, which is free
to the public, win be from 1-4
p.m. Nations, represented at
the bazaar will Indude Greece,
Kenya, Nigeria, rrance, Taiwan,
Peru, India, Brazil and China.

On Wednesday, Kb. 28, a
group of authentic African
dancen win pnfona at Johnson
Auditorium beginning at 8 I " "
Admission b $1.
The
Yorumba
Temple
Dancers, Drummers and Singers
b a professional touring group
who has performed all over
the world. Their performance
will indude a fertility dance.

Nuclear wastes tre about
flve milliba times smaller by
weight than those produced
by coal-fired power plants
arid the technology to handle
the hucleah wastes is farther
advanced. — CNS

chants apal skits reflecting AfriThe Winthrop' international
Club, Association of Ebonites
«nd the Department of Modem
and Oaadcti Languages at Wlnthrop are sponsoring the events.
Winthrop has 125 international students from 32 Afferent nations.
"""•
Old Game Backgammon is one of the
oldest known games, dating
back more than 4,000 years.
The object of this intriguing
game is to move men from
yoor opponents quadrant of
the playing board to your
home area. This is accomplished by rolling dice.

te eVhi0n S

'

'

Burc u are opeft

"

*

lota Phi initiates
The pledge ceremony held Sunday, February 25 1979
Drnfp°X^| J °!! nSOn ' S ' , 5 e l 0 U P h i c h a P t " 0 f the Alpha Phi
f r a U , r n i l y in
Sfcrt™
.h
't'ated the following
Boh AnfoLm S U * S ! n ! e S t e r o f 1 9 7 9 : W>-n<ly Amerson,
Rtokp^r
' ^
Atkinson, Nader Behrozjou, Janice
Blake, Tammy Brown, Debra Ann Brown, Karen Casey
F r f l ^ a £ 2 3 ' K a t h y C t a u s e r - A"" 0 page Copley. Shenri'
Edge, Ann Friedman and Barbara Good.
Sallv rri™'°T t mh C y f 0 " r0iwml en s« p l e d ^ 5 w e r e abo selected:
£ , ?
' ^ n n a Hall, Ann Hallman,
S * " d ? . " i l f y - Of1"?? Hammett, John Hasenjaeger, Hannah
8
Kesler
£ « £ t t e £h r
'
- Ahs®" u - Khan, Anne
Lewrette, John Gregory lewis, Vivian Little, Cynthia
Ann Moore, Oguama Emmanuel, Buddy Phillips, Susan
Ste^h t
w m ! ! y ; Do«8 Reynolds, Paco Rios, Sandra
Stegall, Teresa West, Larry Williams,and Fred Wltherepoon.

Pancake suppe'
The Canterbury House will hold their annual "Pancake
Supper on Shrove Tuesday, February 27, at 5:30until
ject 7 i* 1 * Avenue. Proceeds go toward a mission pro-

.-Wr,

10% with W.C. ID after 2:00

Thursdays-All Ladies
Admitted Free After 7:30

Tickets are $1.50 and are presently on sale. They may
be purchased from Lyon (323-3501), SalUe Leslie (3233337), or Sarah (323-4435) (Also available at the door).
All you can eat!
For more information, please contact the Canterbury
< Use 1 3 2
?, A
7 " 5 6 8 6 - o r contact Jeff Batkin at The Episcopalian Church of Our Saviour at 327-3252.
(Services for that evening will not be held).

Phi Upsilon Omicron
Phi Upsilon Omicron, professional society of home
economics, -will]hold its monthly meeting Feb. 27th at
m
reside t.
ond, according to Janine Gravely,

1025
CAMDEN AVE
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Motel doubles as
dorm for WC students
BY RICHARD A. PODMORE
IfeOI the 1977-78 school
year, Wlnthrop hid no probjems providing housing for students requesting rooms. In the
fall of 1977, however, some
rooms temporarily housed three
rtudents while rooms in the
Bancroft Anne* were prepared.
Intbe fcu of 1978, the Housing
Office was unable to provide
housing for many students, some
of them foreign.
According to Cynthia Cas«ens, associate dean of students
and director of housing, there
were only 2,162 rooms available after reopening the Marnret Nance dorm. There were also
temporary accommodations for
36 in the McLaurin Building.
Cuens said. Tlie students who
were turned down or who were
temporarily housed eventually
either found housing off campia
or werereassignedon campus.
Because many of the student* were foreign, Thomas
Shealy, foreign student adviser,
encouraged them to find their
own housing off campus because
the college does not provide
dormitory space during holidays.
Shealy began asking local dufcs
and church organization* for
help In bouring the students.
Until he could And other accommodations. Shealy often kept
students in his own borne.

SGI

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
WORKING TO SERVE YOU BETTER

• "

Eventually, Shealy contacted
U o McShane, manager of the
Quality Inn on Oakland Avenue
near Wlnthrop. McShane told
Shealy that he had a house beside the motel which could be
used for apartments.
According to Shealy, the
number of students needing
housing increased at the beginning of the 1979 spring
semester. Shealy once again
asked for help housing the students, and McShane Informed
Shealy that there were several
rooms at the Quality Inn which
could be used for housing.
According to McShane, there
are 31 rooms, each having a
bed, a desk, a chair, a dresser and a bath. Some of the
rooms have two beds, and moat
of the rooms are larger than
dorm rooms. Any appliances
such as a television or refri-

gerator must be provided by
the occupant":
McShane said that there are
about 40 students staying In the
motel and apartment house. Although he would not disclose
the exact price, he said that the
rent was about the same as
Wlnthrop housing. "This housing
is in no way affiliated with
Wlnthrop," McShane said. "Students Eve here as private citizens."
Most of the residents are
foreign students, but there are
other students who became dissatisfied with Wlnthrop dormitory life and moved to the
Quality Inn for more privacy.
According to McShane, residents
are expected to pay for any
damages and are required to
keep noise to a minimum.
McShane said that so far, eve' /thing has worked out One.

TV^Qtuaty^nn w f l i l a J Avt has become a dorm away from

BY MARGARET CARROLL

, R o t announcement made at the eighteenth muting
Mil hL
V t l ? t ' h t n e w C h a r t e r Application Process
bin has been rfgned by President Vail and Is now in effect.
Senate president Grimes then finished the old business
from the previous meeting. Hie charter of TO Sigma
passed second reading along with the instigation with
the workings of the Physical Plant. A committee was
ronned to Investigate this matter further.
Senator Tammy Grimes proposed a recommendation
concerning the growing amount of people passing through
Moments. Grimes recommended
J ? ** P u t o n the outside <«oors to regulate the
i d t h a t sever 1
K f t
* of the residents have complained about the noise. This passed first reading and
was referred to the Rules and Regulations committee.

-RPTJONIINE

Why are there never any activities held at Wlnthrop on
the weekends? (I.J.)

Your question is not historically unique, and the problem is characteristic of what is "commonly" known as the
ostrich syndrome. Severer yean ago I could express sympathy over your problem, but not today. So brush a little
T,i « °.u yOUr e y ! S a ? d l 0 « e l h e r we'll u k e « closer look
at the Winthrop weekend.
Since you did not indicate what type of activity you
10
run the gamut. Obviously,
activities are provided by many campus organizations and
rK
n8lbility
f t , '?
does not fall totally on the
Student Union. However, Dinldns has much to ofTer. If you
conUder your weekend beginning at 6 p.m. Friday, (as 1
do) you should be aware that the Student Center operates
rlXH
1 " " I f P ^ d i n g you TV, ping-pong, billiards,
'"ckgammon and video programs.
rathskeller, operates Friday and Saturday
nights with most recent entertainers including Ken Verbere.
Barry Drake, Elaine Silver, Brian lluskey, and a disco. Whjt
about this past Friday's Valentine
JlSfatSS
Kmt^irnNrv
,_by S l t u r t » y ' s midnight movie
?
"
Friday night skiing at Sugar Mountain has
provided an outlet for many this semester while the

>i

SSHSSK, SSTST """*• "

y U r
n n s
n r ^ M u f W h ^ i * reeen
° , y Vl u ^
* ' * n d women V
c,
iL
* Provided an exciting
winning tradition. Since Christmas, seven games have been
With teveral m o r e
00
?h.
me- " you're
f t ' ? p e , u h , V e y o u c h e c k e d o u t we ekend
r^eatlonal hours for the gym and pool? As spring weather
approaches, be apprised that your ID entitles you to a wide
range of equipment from Peabody, including bikes, as well
as access to tennis courts, athletic fields, and the golf

The religious organizations on campus haw provided
weekend opportunities for students ranging from retreats
k
" ? eS u n^<£t a hy yn iN ih«t hltn F o o d ? x - A program/meeting
«
Wnklns while WCCM repreftmcttau
encouraged participation in local church
or
flfl
8«n'aUons could help
» in ™
weekends-if you haw a mind to get Involved. The Drama CSub, fraternities/sororities, academic
organizations, the outing dub, publications, and many

U f0r p ple wh0 wish

lh

fivitT
? want to participate
"* their
creativity, l£d.«M
leadership, or just
Did I
forget the Din kins Student Union and SGA?-Heaven ForFULL LM OF REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR YOUR CAR-TRUCK-TRACTOR-SMALL ENGHE
WE ALSO HAVE PARTS FOR IMPORTS

CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
S
366-3105 H
1453 CHERRY RD.

ROCKPHLL SC.

„ "??u 4re , s l , y or reserved and dont go In for big crowds
or loud music, what about the art gallery, music redtab
readln.°L . D b m ? ^ m U S l c U s t e n i n « booth, archives, oi
reading for pleasure? Outgoing and gregarious persons who
J f f V E S S * , °' c r o w d s ' " e e k e n d p ^ . T ^ s ^
h

^
W

WeMhe

f rmlt

icn|

—

fl.h 5'^
,L ? *'
• P c out to the Shack,
ftoh, or throw a frizbee, take a walk, or hit golf balls. i S e a
Wend or make a friend. Sunbathe, or go jogging. You see
there Is life after Thursday" at Wlnthrop. Some of it Is
HM? ? J c k a g e d «nd all you have to do is step forward
while other activities require an effort on your part The
future looks even brighter for more activities on weekends
U d M r f y more
realized. " 0 U n d ' ^
^ngTZTyoJ
Thomas C. Webb, Jr.
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And the winner is

dancin

BY CYNTHIA J. WILSON

BY CINDY DEAN
Go to the Money on any
Saturday night and the dance
floor will ba covered with
performers-the dancers.
dancers exemplify any gyrations
short of pain, through shuffles,
shakes, and whirls, either tactfully or tactlessly. Margaret
Mead might explain the cultural significances of this ritual,
but regular people call It, "just
dancin'."
The Maryland Ballet performed at Winthrop a cuple of
weeks ago, apd that's exactly
what they <fid-]ust dancin', but
a little bit harder. Seventeen
members of the troupe pirouetted their art to a toe-conscious
audience, constantly leaving the
viewers gasping at their feats.
The selections performed, in
order, were: "Tribute," "Fantasy," "Three Preludes," "Pas
de Deux" .'rom Don Quixote,
sr.d "Pas de Dix" from Raymonds.
The dancers arrayed in beautiful costumes, from the red
velvet plush of "Pas de Deux,"
to the crowns and glitter of
"Pas de Dix," danced their way
into cue imaginations of a captured audience. In some cases,
they danced their way into the
joints, for one lady commenting
to a friend after the show said,
rather tiredly, "TTie way they
do those splits-it just makes
me hurt!"

The first annual Miss Purple
and Gold Scholarship Pageant
was held in McGuirt Auditorium
on February 17.
According to President Dale
Jordan, the pageant was sponsored by the Winthrop Chapter
of Omega Psl Phi fraternity.
Jordan also said that there
were eight contestants partidpating and except for one contestant from Friendship Junior
College, all of the con';stanU
were students from Winthrop.

The first winner of the Miss
Purple and Gold Pageant Is Barbara Perry, a Spedal Education
major from Rock Hill. Marielle
Massac received the first runner" up award, and Juanlta Foster
received the second runner-up
and Que Support awards. Linda
Scott received the Congeniality
award.
Commenting on the success
of the pageant, Jordan said,
"The pageant went really well
for its first time. It was expertmental We plan to make the
pageant better next year."

Horror flick
The movie "The Fury" will
be shown Thursday, Much l,»t
9 pjn. in Tillman auditorium,
according to Stew Watson, film
committee chairman.
Produced by Brian de Pal ma
("Phantom of the Paradise,"
"Carrie), "The Fury" is a story
of people with unexplalnable
powers and psychic visions. It
stars Kirk Douglas, John Cassavetes, Carrie Snodgran, Charles

Dunning, Amy Irving, and Andrew Stevens.
Pauline Kiel of the NEW
YORKER said, "De Palma Is one
of the few directors In the
sound era to make a horror film
that is so visually compelling
that a viewer seems to have entered a mythic night world. He
goes past Hitchcock's perversity
into"something gleefully kinky."

Years of hard work and muscle create a quick, steady foot,
composure, and a bit of flair. (Photo by A.P. Copley)
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Levis

Stock-Up
on

MONTH

Now!

At the Stockroom in the Rock Hill Moll
Stock-up on Levi's during ihe month of February. Choose
from the largest selection of Levi's doiSing in the area.
All first quality merchandise at Big, Big Savings I
Other stores advertise irregulars at these prices. -

CORDUROY
JEANS
—
Keg. to $17.00

DENIM JEANS

-" •*>
"• •
LEVI'S

for guys and gals
Sizes 25-38
OPEN 10 a.M. 'til 9 p. IB. daily

Reg. to $17.50

PRE-WASHED
DENIM JEANS"
Reg. to $20
Straight Leg, Boot Log, and Boil Leg

Stockroom
ROCK HILL MALL
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A bootlegger, a Secret Service man,
and WC students
BY KATHY KIRKPATRICK
Whit do a bootlegger, a secret
service man and a retired army
colonel have In common? Winthrop College graduate students.
Wlnthrop graduate students?
But what could they know
about making "home brew" or
protecting a fiesty President
Truman? Plenty, it seems.
When Arnold Shankman,
associate professor of history
at "Wlnthrop, gave the 14 students in his social history class
the option of compiling oral
histories instead of term papers,
he collected a valuable sampling
of local, regional and state
history. Not only did the students in History 616: Aspects
of American Social History
gather historical material that
had not been collected, in at
least one Instance the data can
never be duplicated.
According to Shankman, oral
histories may be used by researchers as primary sources,
while the "typical term paper"
is usually of no further use.
The ttpes, now part of th»
Winthrop Archives, contain material that is "just fascinating,"
says Shankman.
"There are a number of people of interest in the region who
have don? or know interesting
things but will never write them
down," the Winthrop professor

says. "The only way they are
likely to pass this knowledge on
Is orally. It's this in many cases
or nothing. The memori»s would
otherwise die with the person."
A striking example of the
timeliness of the projects was
the abrupt termination of an
interview with Francis Murray
Mack of Port Mill, S.C. "Colonel
Mack," as he is affectionately
called by friends, suffered a
stroke last Thanksgiving Day and
lost his speech, perhaps permanently. The 91-year-old Fort
Mill native had provided student Joseph Bixler with several
hours of tape during three interviews earlier in November, providing an extensive family
history as well as historical detail about Fort Mill.
"Colonel Mack's interview is
very important for Fort Mill
which has no written history,"
says Shankman. "Had this student delayed two weeks, most
of this material would have
been lost. This man may never
speak again. We. may have the
last word from him."
Among the recollections of
Colonel Mack, a veteran of
World War I and II, is an account of a flood which swept
the northern part of South Carolina in 1916.
"It was the biggest flood
they'd1 had since Indian days,
maybe bigger than anything

they'd ever had and they haven't
had anything like it since,"
Mack's voice crackles from the
tape. "For days bales of cotton
floated down the (Catawba)
River and the people who lived
along the banks of the river
or nearby would swim out and
get that cotton and bring it in.
It was quite a stunt you know
to get a whole lot of cotton you
<iidn't hate anything to do with
growing."
Another interview of importance to local history was recorded by student Tonl Hendrix with Rock Hill natives
Rosa Guess, 87, and her cousin.
Dr. W.W. Fennell, 77. Mrs.
Guess, who lives at 326 Oakland
Ave., remembers Rock Hill a? a
"village with only a few stores
on Main Street" and shootings
in the streets "just like the wild
west." A Winthrop graduate,
Mrs. Guess spent her college
years wearing the official blue
serge skirts and plain white
blouses-t'.ie Winthrop uniform
until the mid-50s.
"When it rained all the girls
smelled like wet dogs because
there were no raincoats in those
days," she says candidly.
The son of a doctor who
built a hospital in Rock Hill in
1910, Fennell's connections
with Winthrop College were
more mischievous.
"Us kids used to dimb up

LANGSTON'S

FINER MEN'S WEAR

New Spring Fashions Arriving Daily!
Casual Slacks

Short Sleeve Knit Shirts

OPEN DAILY 'Til 5:30
Friday 'Til 9:00

TownCenter Mall
Phone: 328-0143

ALSO

FRI. & SAT.
MAR. 2-MAR. 3

IN COLOR
1-11 X 14
2 - 8 X 10's
2 - 5 X 7's
10—Wallet Portraits

Color!

ONLY $14.95 ($4 Deposit)

and he'd be gone. The Secret
Service really had to be on the
ball to keep up with him."
If President Roosevelt gave
the servii. no trouble, his wife .
made up for it. According to
• Scale*, she aggravated his cohorts with midnight walks on
the White House grounds and
unpredictable changes of plan.
On a trip to a black college in
Nashville, a local hotel refused
to allow Mrs. Roosevelt's black
aide to stay in the building.
"Mrs. Roosevelt said, "That's
just fine. If he can't stay here
I wont stay either,' " Scales
"Some of these tapes could says, "and she went to the black
only have been done by the college and spent the two days
people who did them," he says. there."
Another Winthrop student,
"Many of the people interviewed wouldn't have welcomed me Dixie- Hefner, contributed to
sight-unseen with a tape record- South Carolina history when she
er coming into their home. In interviewed a state representasome cases the students knew tive from Greenville County,
"the families of their subjects. Carolyn Frederick. On March
They had the right connec- 28, 1972, just six days after the
U S. Congress passed the Equal
tions."
The
right
connections Rights Amendment and sent it
enabled one student to record to the states for ratification,
the family history of a southern Frederick introduced ERA in
bootlegger. He happened to be the S.C. House. In an interview
her father. Piecing together bits which she also taped for herself,
of information she gleaned from the former representative traces
family gatherings, the student the bill's journey through the
produced a narrative spiced with S.C. legislature where it evendetail: about prohibition, the tually died in committee. South
-manufacture of
moonshine Carolina came dose to becoming
whiskey, courtship patterns, one of the first states to ratify
education, family and rural life. the ERA.
And so the stories go, capOf her father's former occupation she writes, "Making illegal tured permanently now on
whiskey was very common stacks of cassette tapes in the
among South Georgia farmers Winthrop library. Indeed, Shank. . . The 'home brew' was (ised man himself is captivated by the
for everything from menopause collecting of oral histories. With
problems to toothaches and in- a book of edited papers of South
cluding Saturday night drinking Carolina's leading dvil rights
advocate Marion Wright already
bouts."
Later this manufacturer of to his credit, the industrious
moonshine did mend his ways to professor is now at work recordgain the hand of his wife and ing the recollections of a distinthe couple moved to South guished Winthrop alumnae in
Carolina to farm. But when he Aiken, S.C., Mina Tropp. Tropp,
became fascinated with the new- who spent only one year at
fangled Model A and needed Wlnthrop, went on to marry a
money to buy one "he resorted gambler and become an artist,
to the one profession he knew using dried flora in the composithe best besides farming which tion of her-work. Of Wlnthrop
was making whiskey. He seem- she remembers the "•tcklin'
ed to have little trouble peddling combread served in the cafeteria
the stuff because for years he that helped her put on 20
was known for the best "recipe' pounds.
"Mrs. Tropp is delighted I'm
in a three county area."
Along with this students doing this and if I didnt do it
frank record of her Uvely line- this stuff would never be reage, are the remembrances of a corded," Shankman says. "The
Rock HiIIIan of two U.S. presi- whole idea is that this Is fasdents. Student Tim Wamer inter- dinting stuff. Why dont peoviewed James H. Scales, 74, a ple do more of It?"
retired Secret Service agent. An
expert marksman. Scales says as
a member of the force he was
CODE CRIMES
tested and required to hit 90
Computer crimes in the
out of 100 bullseyes with a
United States cost Americans
,38-cal. pistol each week of his
over 1300 million in 1977, due
career. That career spanned the
to the amount of people
terms of two very different
learning to crack the codes.
presidents.
— CNS
"They had a pretty good
time guarding Roosevelt because they didnt have anySPACE DEBRIS
thing to do," Scales recalls.
Satellite launching nations
"When Truman came along they
of the world have begun to
had trouble because he'd be
clean up space as shown by
riding down the street and he'd
the 468 pieces of space debris
see somebody on the street or
counted in 1978, as compared
something in a store that he
to the 766 pieces found in
wanted to buy and he'd just
1977. — CNS
bounce out of the car when
they stopped at a traffic light
into the belltower and we'd
take a hammer and hit the
bell," he chuckles. Later Fennell took a Winthrop student to
a dance not knowing that she
didn't have permission. Though
he sneaked her back Into her
dorm successfully that evening,
his friend was later caught
coming in a window one night
and expelled.
According to Shankman, capturing such personal recollections often depends upon the
rapport between interviewer and
subjsct.
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Spring break blues
It you and your friends are
heading down to Florida over
spring break, here's a quiz to
tost your vacation disaster preparedness. What would you do
If:
You check out of your motel
room and leam that the bill
comes to more than your combined cash reserves.
Your vrallet disappears on the
beach.
You get an expensive speeding ticket, and the sheriff says
It's cash or the weekend in jaiL
Hie transmission falls out of
your car.
Answer: If you suddenly
need more money than you've
got, there's a Western Union
money transfer service called
Charge Card Money Order that
can help you get emergency
cash in a hurry. All you need is
a telephone and a relative or
understanding friend who has a
Master Charge or VISA card.
Here's how it works: Hist,
you call your relative or friend

and explain how much money
you need. You can get up to
$330 with this service. The Master Charge or VISA cardholder
calls Western Union's toll-free
number and charges the cash
you need to his or her account.
The toll-free number if 800/
325-6000 (In Missouri, 800/
342-6700).
Western Union sends the
Money Order to the office or
agency nearest you. Make sure
your rescuer phones you back to
tell you where to pick up your
Money Order. If you've lost
your identification, test questions may be substituted. You
usually can cash it right at the
Western Union office.
If your Charge Card Money
Order is sent when the paying
office is open, youll get your
money within two hours-and
usually much sooner than that.
A Charge Card Money Order
for up to $50 costs $6.75, plus
the cash requested. The fee rises
75 cents for each additional

$50 to a maximum of $10.50
for a $300 Money Order. The
Money Order
and
service
charge will be billed on your
benefactor's monthly Master
Charge or VISA statement.
If you need more than $300,
or If you cant locate someone
with a Matter Charge or VISA
card, you can still request a
regular Western Union Money
Order. They are unliable in
amounts frorrf $50 up to any
amount, but the sender must
deposit the money at a Western
Unior. office. The charge for a
$50 Money Order is $5.70, and
it rises as the amount increases.
Whenever you're away from
home, a Western Union Charge
Card Money Order can be your
solution to problems ranging
from a lost ticket or a broken
down transmission to a pickpocket or an unexpected traffic
fine. Knowing about Charge
Card Money Orders, you can
concentrate on enjoying your
holiday to the fullest

Straight from the pages of CANINE QUARTERLY, this
Winthrop visitor seems ready to strike a pose. (Photo by A.P.
Smith)

Making your own job
He says it'f just a matter of
positive thinking, research, and
creativity.

(CPS)~Jack Olson '.s one guy
who has never wocried much
about getting a job. He's had
about 160 of them, and, be
proudly adds, has never kept
one longer than two years.
He further claims he's created

about 10 percent of those jobs
himself. Now he wonders why
anyone actually goes out looking for work when It* so easy
to make jobs come to you.
"Anyone can do it," he says
with a shrug.

(NOCR)-What student services arc most important on a
college ompus? Students and
administrators have widely varying opinions on that subject,
according to a recent survey.
Hie survey was compiled by
Student Leadership Services at
the National Conference on Student Services sponsored last
November by National OnCampus Report.
To students, student representation in university governance ranks as the most important and student government
ranked second. The student
group was by no means a crosssection of students; however,
most were in some way affiliated with student gowmment.
Among non-student administrators and staff, academic ser-

vices, such as orientation, advis- the moat Important part of a
ing, and registration are deemed student services program.

Once he decides he wants to
work for a specific company,

he starts with a dose of positive
thinking and then starts investigating. "You can understand
so much about a company before the interview just by
digging. You dig deeply, but
you most importantly dig dif-

Student services surveyed

Bunnies
boring
New York (CPS)-A visit to
the Playboy Club has traditionally been with one purpose In
mind-to ogle Playbay bunnies.
But now, says New York Playboy Club manager Stu Feigenb»um, the Bunnies are no longer the
attraction at dubs.
It all hss to do with the evolution of cafe Bfe, according to
Fdgenbaum. Today* consumer
on a night out wants more exdtoment and services. Apparently, Playboy's package, heretofore focused on its typically
under-dressed and over-endowed
cocktail
waitresses,
wasn't
enough for the modem cafegoer.
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Other student service components considered important by
students include: financial aid,
support for dubs and activities,
food service, campus communication network and medU, and
counselnf services. Among the
least important, in the students'
opinion are transportation services, the dean of students
office, insurance and credit programs, and alcohol and crisis
intervention programs.
Among the administrators,
other factors considered Important to a student services program are: coutseUng, financial
aid, food service and the dean
of students office. (Again, it
should be noted that many of
the respondents were themselves dean of students.)
The least important parts of
a student services program, said
the administrators, are legal services, transportation, and auxiliary enterprises such as bookstores and day-care centers.

the entertainers are at

THURSDAYS

S .
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Of York Coiaty

ferentiy."
He sifts through financial
statements, talks to former'employees, charts the company*
marketing
techniques,
and
stucfies the designs of its products. He's looking, he says, for
an Idea to present during the
interview.
Usually, he finds one: "The
less I know about the product,
the easier it is to Improve
them. The experts know why
things cant be done. I dont,
so that's why I can do them."
Sometime* he comes up with
a design improvement. Sometimes it* a new marketing technique, or a new way to use an
old product He counsels it's
better to concoct new uses for
existing products than to offer
a new Invention, because it
costs too much for a firm to
bring a new product out.
By such means, Olson has
entered interviews as a candidate for a clerk job and emerged
as a project manager. He's done
it at places Bke Honeywell,
National Camera, and Western
Airlines. "Every company," he
explains, "is looking for ways
to improve its products and sell
them better. If you can show
them how, they'll create a job
for you." Learning about the
Arms, he says, "only takes two
or three days."
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Dinkins presents:
"Pinball Wizard"
A local "Hnball Wizard" will accept challenges from students Monday, March 5, at 8:00 p.m. in Dinkins gamt
room, according to Tim Burke, chairman of Tournament
and Quaes committed.
"He's the hottest an Wlnthrop pinball machines,"
claims Burke. "Anyone who can beat him will receive an
official certificate from Tom anient and Games which
reads, 'I beat tha flnball Wizard on March S, 1979.'"
. Challengers must pro tide a quarter for each attempt to
dethrone the anonymous king of pinball. Students are welcome-to unlimited attempts. Burke said.
Burke also said that a mlni-toumament week will take
place the week after Spring Break, March 19-22. touxnameats will begin at 8:00 every night and will lndude annwrestOng at ATS on the 19th, a poo) tournament on the
20th, a ping-pong tournament on the 21st, and a football
tournament on the 22nd.
The games will be single elimination. Burke said. In
other words, as soon as a contestant loses once, be is out
. of the game. Each winner will receive a prize.
The arm-wrestling competition will be divided into
weight dasses, Burke said.
Registration for the mini-toumaments will be the week
before break. "Pinball Wizard" challengers will not have to
register for their tournament.

TODAY S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Interjection
4 Take away
weapons
9 Shun
U Hindu meal
15 Calgary
Stampede,
eg.
16 Sacred book
17 Play section:
2 words
19 Droops
20 Stumbles
21 Earth: Prelix
22 Israeli judge
23 Against:
Preli*

46 Eaten away
47 Poems
49 Insect egg
50 Stiffen
51 Advise
52 Hall
54 Entr' —: Intermission
58 Man's nickname
60 Buddy
61 Embers
62 — fence
64 Ship term
66 Fished
67 Project
68 Fib
69 Poet Oscar

31 Fruit seed
32 Irish town
33 Patrick or
Pearson

deg.
DOWN
1 Macaroni,
e.g.
2 Firm
3 Silent
4 Vases
5 Drowse
6 Proverb

24 Dams
26 — Benedict 70 Corners
71 Dentists'
29 Wallaba

36 Autocrat

38 Make lace
39 Stretches
41 Circus feature
43 Regret
44 Pekoe and
hyson

•
14
17
20
23

2

1

7 Quittance
8 Driver

9 Skillful

UNITED Feature Syndicate

aaa aanan-aaaaa
ana nuaaa aaoao
aaaaaaann aaaaa
••••a aaa •••
nnnn nnnon oaon
ana nan ••••
•••aaep
aan
•nnnncin anon
••••aoo
ana anna •aaaao
••on ana una
•••• ••••• aaaa
nna mnn nannn
•anaa nnaaaannn
•nana Qonan ann
anaaa ••••• OBD
P«A|OS ® l " n d S . A t p u O N

10 Flower
11 indebted
12 Sick
13 — Moines
18 Narcotic
24 Custodians
2L Leanest
27 Scrape
28 Gratified
30 Confined
33 Dormouse
34 Emit
35 Factory:
2 words
37 Unusual

40 Yacht club
event:
2 words
42 Potassium
45 Cooker
48 Scheduled
53 Select
55 Offspring
56 Lukewarm
57 Letters
59 Relinquish
61 Serpents
62 Stitch
63 Can. prov.
S5 Owed
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It's just plain consideration
BY PENNYTHERRELL
Going up? If you are, please
be considerate about It. Dean
Morgan hit noticed that the me
of the elevator in KInard has
become * slight problem. The
elevator is there for handicapped
students. If other students and
faculty members who could just
as easily walk up the stain,
are using the elevator between
dasses it could cause a problem
for the handicapped person who
is trying to get to class on
time.
Many non-handicapped students don't use the stain because they just don't fed like
walking up three (fights of
stain. It has even been observed
by certain professors , that
when the elevator is not In
working order, the dasses held
on the third door have a considerable drop in attendance.
This is not an appeal to the
students who are healthy to get
in shape by walking up the
stain, and this Is not a plea to
conserve energy by walking instead of riding. This is only a
reminder that more consideration should be shown to the
handicapped people who must
use the elevator. If you cant
bear the thought of walking up
three flights of stairs, then before you use the elevator, please
make sure that someone who
needs it isn't waiting for it
also.

DON'T START OUT
TAKING DICTATION.
START OUT
GIVING IT.

In civilian life, a college graduate can often start as
a trainee.
In the Navy, she starts as an officer.
Women Naval Officers serve in Communications, Engineering, Computer Technology, and dozens of other fields.
They have the same responsibilities as their male counterparts, eam the same money, tnd enjoy the same benefits.
If that sounds like your kind oi opportunity, speak to:

IR N.C. Oily

919-872-2547

1-800-662-7568
USNR
Toll Free

Collect
PU8UC AFFAIRS Pfc*T» O W C K *

Navy Recruiting District P.O. Box 18568 Raleigh, N.C. 27619
I NAVT OFFICER. ITS NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Miller brewing
breaks records
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN,
January 22, 1979-The Miller
Brewing Company today announced 1978 shipments of
31,274,000 bands of beer,
up 29.1 percent from the
24,218,000 barrels shipped in
1977. The 1978 increase of
7,056,000 bands shipped is the
largest annual bandage gain in
Miter's history.
"Since 1972, total barrel
shipments hare increased 482
percent from a total of
4,373,000
in
1972
to
31,274,000 last year. We (Irmly,
believe that Miter's strong commitment to high quality products has enhanced the continually increasing demand for
Miter High Life, Lite and
Lowenbrau and has provided
strong gains for each of these
brands," said John A. Murphy,
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer.
"The total effort," Murphy
continued, "could be best paraphrased with the same words
used by Frederic Miller, founder of the company, nearly 125
years ago. Those words 'Qualityuncompromising and unchanging,' are brewed into ewry can,
bottle, and keg of beer produced by Milter."
Miller has met the increased
demand for its products with
capital expenditures of nearly
(1 billion which may be invested
in future expansion programs.
"White we are rapidly
expanding, we continue to maintain those traditional high quality standards," Murphy stated.
Murphy also said that because of the continued heavy
demand for Miller High life,
Lite and Lowenbrau, Miller distributors remained on allocation during 1978.
Miller has registered six successive years of bandage gains,
beginning in 1973, when it was
the fifth largest brewer. In 1973,
Milter shipped 6,919,000 - barrels, a 28.8 percent increase
bom 1972. fa 1974,9,066,000
barrels were shipped, a 31 percent Increase boiri 1973. The
next year, 1975, showed
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12,862,000 barrels, which marked a 41.9 percent Increase from
1974. fa 1976, Miter shipped
18,403,000 barrels, representing
a 43.1 perccnt increase bom
1975. Miller's barrelage increased another 31.6 percent in
1977 when shipments reached
24,218,000 barrels.
During 1978, Miter also:
—Began commercial shipping
at its new brewery in Eden,
North Carolina.
-Began expansion at the
Fulton brewery where capacity
will readi 10 million barrels
upon completion in 1980.
- Topped out its Irwindale,
California, brewery which will
have an operating capacity of
five million barrels annually
when it reaches full production
after its 1980 start-up.
—Began construction of, and
also topped out, a 10-million
barrel brewery in Albany, Georgia, which will be the largest
facility in the world built in
one stage. This brewery should
begin production in 1980.
—Began construction of a
can manufacturing plant in
Reidsville, North Carolina, and
expanded production capadty at
its can plant in Mlwaukee,
Wisconsin.
—Began start-up production
at the Central New York Bottle Company plant, in Auburn,
New York, which Mller manages. The plant is owned by
Phillip Morris Incorporated.
—Embarked on its first
natural gas well drilling effort
in Aurelius, New York, that
will eventually serve its Fulton, New York, brewery and
can plant, as well as the glass
bottle plant in Auburn. New
York.
—Finalized the
construction of its headquarters building in Mlwaukee, Wisconsin,
adjacent to its brewery operation there.
Additionally, Mller also operates breweries in Fort Worth,
Texas and Azusa, California, and
can plants in Fulton, New York
and Fort Worth, Texas.
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Carowinds expands park for 1979
CHARLOTTE, N.C.-A new
County Fair themed section containing four new rides is the
main focus of a $3 million
expansion program at Carowinds
theme park for 1979.
Carowinds General Manager
T. Lewis Hooper announced that
the new section will be located
adjacent to the Country Crossroads area in the rear of the
park.
"The County Fair theme was
dereloped not only because it's
an important part of theme park
evolution," stated Hopper, "but
also because we feel Carowinds
is a hometown park for every
county in the two Carollnas.
Carowinds was built as a park
for the Carollnas, and vie are
maintaining that tradition with
this new section."
fa addition to the four new
rides in the County Fair Section,
two rides are being added to the
Happy Land of Hanna Barbara.
These rides are Dinot Derby, a
children's ride designed and built
by the Carowinds construction
staff, and a 55-year-old carrousel that Carowinds is renovating.
The four new rides in the
County Fair themed section are:
1) The Meteorite — Riders
sit in gondolas connected to a51-ft
wheel which initially
spins in a horizontal podtion
and, as centrifugal force builds,
gradually tilts into a vertical
position Dinging riders upside
down 63 feet above the ground.
2) The Demolition Derby —
Fifty bumper cars dodge and
bump each other on a 100-foot

diameter round stainless steel
floor.
3) The Whirling Dervish An ornately decorated ride in
which 48 riders swing in a 55foot diameter drcte bom a center column that not only rises
and rotates, but also osdllates
from side to side.
4) The Wild Bull - Riders sit
in carriages that bolt around
a banked curved track at speeds
of 25 miles per hour in a simulation of a tobaggan ride.
Hooper noted that in addition to the four new rides in
County Fdr, there will be food
and game fadlities themed to
fit into the new section.
"We will also have spedal
entertainment such as gypdes,
jugglers and mimes roaming this
area lo further enhance the fun,
exdting atmosphere of a County
Fdr," added Hooper.
l i e carrousel that Carowinds
is renovating to place in the
Happy Land of Hanna-Barberu
was built in 1923 by the Philadelphia Toboggan
Company.
Sixty-eight horses sit four
abreast with the outside horses
jumping up and down as the carrousel rotates In a 46-foot
drcte. These horses were handcarved, and their renovation
involves stripping old paint,
meticulously sanding the wood,
replacing broken parts and carefully hand-painting the horses
after they receive several coats
of primer paint.
"This increase of over 26
percent in ride capadty will
greatly reduce the long lines

often found at rides on busy
Saturdays in the park," remarked Hooper. "Naturally, this
will Increase the comfort of our
guestaxondderably."
fa addition to the new rides
being added in County Fdr and
The Happy Land of Hanna
Barbera, Carowinds will oe featuring four entirely new live
shows.
1) "Hooray for Hollywood" — A Broadway style
musics! revue in Chevrolet's
Mdway Music Hall spotlights 18
singers and dancers presenting
songs made popular through the
movies.
2)"Slnging To The World" Eight singers and dancers and a
ten-piece band perform a
melody of the latest top-ten
hits in a high-energy show on
the Sound Circus stage.
3) "Land of Happiness
Show" — Yog Bear, Scooby
Doo, Fred FUntstone and other
Hanna Barbera cartoon characters join a cast of singers and
dancers on the Sound a reus
stage, proving that their performing talents are not limited
to Saturday morning cartoons.
4) "WCW-The Crossroads of
Country Music" — The country
music in Harmony Hall takes on
the different format of an oldtime country < radio show.
Featuring a cast of 12 talented
musicians, singers and dancers,
this .show recreates the radio
sounds of yesterday together
with a melody of current hits
bom the Billboard Country
charts.

Career placement and planning
1979 SPRING EVENTS
147 Bancroft
Resume Writing
Feb. 26-11:00 a.m.
Feb. 27-1:00 p.m.
Feb. 28-3:30 p.m.
How to Win in a Job Interview!

March 5-11:00 a.m.
March 6-1:00 pjn.
March 7-3:30 p.m.
Job Hunting Tactics
March 19-11:00 p.m.
March 20-1:00 p.m.
March 21-3:30 p.m.

Look for new brochures
BYJEFFCLARK
The Placement and Career
Planning Offices, located on the
first floor of the Bancroft
building have published a new'
brochure detdling the services
provided by the office, according to Luanna Dorsett, career
placement counselor.
The Placement Office is prepared to help students with
credentials and maintains a permanent file on each student
who registers with the office.
This r - contains personal data,
recommendations, transcripts,
and other necessary papers to
support job candidacy.
"Hie
Placement
Office
i operates a library of career resource material in Bancroft,
indudlng recruitment literature,
job applications, graduate catalogs, audio/visual career types,
and
academic information.
Through this library the Office
of Placement and Career Planning is committed to helping
students deal with choodng a
career.

Abo, qualified representafa addition to the resume
tives bom the staff of the workshop, Ms. Dorsett plans to
Placement Office are available conduct other workshops in the
to speak to dasses and organi- upcoming month. These workzations on various topics rang- shops are "How to win in a
ing bom job hunting to career Job Interview!" scheduled for
opportunities.
March 5, 6, and 7 and "Job
Club officers and Acuity Hunting Tactics" scheduled for
members are encouraged to take March 19, 20, and 21. All workadvantage of this opportunity shops are conducted in Bancroft
to acquaint themselves and their 147.
dasses with the Career Planning
Office and its program.
Since the resume , is an important p*.t of getting the
first job, Do.wtt will conduct
a resume writing workshop in
Bancroft 147. These workshops
scheduled for 11 a.m. on Feb.
26,1 p.m. on Feb. 27, and 3:30
p.m. on Feb. 28 will ded primarily with the various types of
resumes, what these resumes include, and how to properly
present the resume. If you are
Interested in these workshops,
yet are unable to attend at these
times, please contact the Placement Office at 323-2141 and
make other arrangements.

Hunting is
second

The second most popular
sport in the United States is
hunting — with an average 21
million participants a year.
Ninety-two percent of all
the hunters are maie and the
age group in which the sport
is most popular Is from 25 to
44 years of age. — CNS
EXERCISE
A four-year study by Dr.
A. H. Ismail of Purdue
University indicates that men
who exercise regularly incur
lower medical expenses. —
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Men win two big games
BY DAVID JACKSON
Basketball games played on
February 15 and 17 featured
two of the biggest highlights of
the year for the Wlnthrop Eagles
men's basketb,vll team.
" The Eagles notched their
20th victory in a February 15
triple-overtime win at USCSpartanburg.
Two nights later, Wlnthrop
scored their most satisfying win
of the year, a 90-85 decision
over Cuach Nleld Gordon's former home, Newberry College.
It was an Interestingly Ironic
week for Gordon. Those two
games involved a triangle of
MamsrepresentingGordon's present job, former job, and a job
which he came very dose to
taking between the other two.
After establishing a nationally
prominent program at Newberrv,
Gordon was set to take the USCS position until the Wlnthrop
job, which he had been waiting
several years for, came through.
The USC-Spartanburg game
was the closest and mast exciting game of Wlnthrop's season.
The biggest lead In the second
half by either team was four
points, an advantage which the
Rifles had several times during
the period.
The last two minutes of regulation, plus all three overtimes,
involved a number of high pressure misses and blown opportunities by both teams. A
Bennie Bennett jump shot gave
the Eagles a 72-71 lead with
2:20 remaining in regulation.
Following a Rifle miss, Rick
Riese was fouled while attempting to shout. With 1:25 left,
Rlese hit his first free throw,
but missed the second.
Tim Raxter rebounded the
miss and was forced into a
jump ball situation. USC-S won
the jump and scored seconds
later.
Ronnie Creamer gave the
Eagles a 75-73 lead with 0:35
left. However, the Rifles' Michael Gibson came back with a

besket at the 0:10 mark and
was fouled by Ronnie Creamer
on the shot, giving Creamer
his fifth and final foul, and Gibson a dunce to win the game.
He failed.
Wlnthrop had one more
chance to win in regulation,
but a Bennie Bennett drive into
the lane resulted in a charging
foul which gave the ball back to
Spartanburg with six seconds
left A Carroll Wells shot at the
buzzer went in but came back
out to force the first overtimethe young Wlnthrop team's first
overtime game.
In both of the first two
overtimes, Wlnthrop had the
score tied and possession of the
ball during the final minute and
a halt On both occasions they
held the ball for the last shot
and missed, causing a successive
overtime. The score was tied at
81 and 85 at the end of the first
two extra periods.
Wlnthrop
finally
broke
through in the third overtime.
With the Eagle lead at 88-87,
Rick Riese-who guarded a former high school teammate most
9f the night-took the ball
straight down the lane and hit
the game-clinching lay-up with
7 seconds left.
The victory was a good win;
in many ways a come-from
behind 20th win over a quick,
talented and number threeranking opponent on their home
floor at their homecoming game.
But perhaps the best part of it
all was the tact that during the

three overtimes, Winthrop played five freshmen and two sophomores-freshmen Gerald McAfee,
Jim Gibson, Doug Schmieding,
Carl Feemster, and Raxter; and
sophomores Bennett and Riese.
The word for the Wlnthrop
win over Newberry has to be
"satisfying." Newberry had previously defeated Winthrop 66-60
Dec. 4. In the process, the
Winthrop team and Coach Gordon had taken a lot of abuse
from the Newberry fans who
were resentful of the fact that
the successful Gordon had left
Newberry for Wlnthrop and
taken five players with him.
But Wlnthrop had its revenge.
The game was not as dose as the
90-85 score might indicate. At
halftime, Winthrop led 51-35.
At one point, they had a 19point lead. But the Eagles could
not blow out the Indians because the; couldn't hit their
free throws. Overall, Wlnthrop made only 10 of 23 free throw
attempts. The poor free throw
shooting marred what was essentially Winthrop's best game of
the season.
The Eagles now own a 21-8 .
record, which is second-best
among all the state's colleges.
They are tied with Lander for
most wins by a South Carolina
collrge basketball team this
season.
If Winthrop continues playing as well as in these past two
games, they will see a lot of action in the NAIA District Six
championship tournament.

>:

Winthrop was one of only three small colleges in South
Carolina to have a player nominated to the All-State soccer
team. Freshman forward Carlos Gonzalez made the second
team on a record of 21 goals and 13 assists which Casada
called the "best ever for a freshman at Winthrop." Gonzalez's 21 goals tied junior Frankie Griffin's school record
for goals in a season.
The College of Charleston and District Six champion
Erskine were the only other small colleges to place players
on the Clemson/Carolina-dominated team.
When told of the honor, Gonzalez said, "I'm surprised.
I didn't expect It, that's for sure."

Women's
record drops

Dunkel
Ratings

BY JAN WISE

1. Lander
45.5
2. Coastal Carolina. . . . .37.8
3. Central W-sleyan . . . .37.3
4. Francis Marion
36.3
5. WINTHROP
35.5
6. USC-Spartanburg.. . .35.1
7. USC-Aiken
35.1
8. College of Charleston .34.0
9. Erskine
33.8
10. Newberry
32.8
Women
I.S.C. State
2. Clemson
3. College of Charleston
4. Francis Marion
5. Erskine
6. WINTHROP
7. Claflln
8. USC-Aiken
9. USC-Spartanburg
10. Lander

BY KELLY GORDON
In the midst of the winter basket ball season, thoughts of
tall sports slowly settle. But one fall sport is refusing to
hibernate for the winter. This sport dons a winter coat In
the form of a gymnasium and, rather than slowing down
for winter, speeds up to five times its normal pace.
"Indoor soccer is a relatively new sport to America,"
said Wlnthrop soccer coach Jim Casada. "Because it is played on a gym floor, it is a fast game that demands a much
higher degree of skill and physical stamina. If you don't
trjp, control, or pass the ball perfectly, you lose It."
Indoor soccer is played with a ball somewhat smaller
than the regulation soccer ball and is played by teams of
five or six, depending on the gym size, in two twelve-or
fifteen-minute halves. It has been played at Winthrop on a
dub basis tor the past three years.
Not only does it give the regular soccer stats a chance to
get a work-out in the off-season, it also helps the less-skilled
players develop their techniques. "The skill required for
playing indoor soccer pub a premium on doing fundamentals correctly and well," said Casada.
The Winthrop dub has already partidpated in two area
tournaments this semester and has been Invited to two
others. Indoor soccer will continue through the end of
March when once again the weather permits outdoor training to resume.
"The importance of indoor soccer Is to develop our
outdoor program." Casada said. "Our goal in the end is to
make Wlnthrop's outdoor program not'merely competitive,
but on the level of any small college team in our region."
The Winthrop players are not required to partidpate
in the indoor soccer program. Casada said, "It just proves
the desire to improve and devotion to the game on the part
of our players." And he expects to see a lot of results in
the fall.

76.0
68.8
.62.5
59.8
58.9
47.2
46.0
45.4
41.7
35.3

IT'S MINE! Battle under the board; during a recent women's
intramural basketball game between the Pieers and the Hot
Shots. (Photo by AP. Smith)

The Winthrop women's basketball team's overall record
dropped to 12-7 this past
week as the Eagles suffered
defeats at the home courts of
USC-Spartanburg and Western
Carolina University.
Winthrop went 'Up against
the Rifiettes of USC-S in Spartanburg Feb. 15. Winthrop had
been favored in the game by the
Dunkel rating, but the Rifiettes
surprised the Eagles and came
out on top 78-56. The game
was dose in the first half with
Winthrop trailing by only four
points at halftime. l^C-S put
the game away in the second
half by outscoring the Eagles
18 points.
Senior co-captains Holly
Bland and Tracy Burch were disappointed with the game at
Spartanburg.
"We
played
terribly," Bland said. "We
looked like a different team
from when we played In the
Invitational." Burch summed up
the Eagles' Iocs when she said,
"We never played together the
whole name. If ^ou don't have a

team effort, you are not going
to win."
Top scorers for Winthrop
were Bland with 12 points and
Joby Williams with 11. Williams
led the team in rebounds with
nine and in assists with two.
Rosita Fields and Jan Rampey
aided the Eagles defensively
with three steals each.
Winthrop was defeated 83-66
Feb. 16 by Western Caroline in •
game played at Cullowhee, N.C.
The Eagles were once again
plagued with mistakes and lack
of teamwork.
Bland said, "The team was
still down from the Spartanburg
game, and it just threw everybody off. We were real uptight
and tried too hard to play
well."
Western Carolina controlled
the Eagles early In the contest
and mounted a 23-polnt advantage, 53-30, by the end of the
fiat half. "We hurt ourselves
the Art hai; by not talking to
each other and not helping out
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Get four\wdsoff\our
next Anheuser-Busch
\itiiral Light
.. ii"—f
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Here's the way to get
the most popular naturally
brewed light beer without
saying a word.
-}tjst4tand #iis to your
bartender. You'll get a great
light beer with a refreshing
taste that only comes from
using nature's finest ingredients, just like the label says.
Oh, and if you want to order more than one without
saying anything, feel free to make some copies.

Cut this out and give it to vour beertender.

;

Natural
Please!

Good for one ice-cold Anheuser-Busch Natural Light
at the regular price.
A N M r u s r * n u s c H INC

LOUIS

